
Unit 3 Solutions and Solubility 
Chapter 7   

Solutions and Their Concentrations 
 

Section 7.1 A      Types of Solutions   p. 237 
 

SOLVENT - any substance that has other substances dissolved in it (often a liquid) ie. The                       

dissolving medium 

        - often the substance present in the largest amount. 

 

SOLUTE - the dissolved substances in a solution (often solids) ie. The dissolving particles. 

 

SOLUTION - a homogeneous mixture (solvent and solute) 

 can exist in many concentrations.  CONCENTRATED SOLUTIONS have a higher 

proportion of solute to solvent than DILUTE SOLUTIONS. 

 may be a gas, liquid, or solid.  A solid solution of metals is called an ALLOY. 

 AQUEOUS SOLUTION - a solution in which water is the solvent 

 MISCIBLE - liquids that can dissolve in each other in any proportion (ie either could be 

considered the solvent) eg water and ethanol 

 IMMISCIBLE - liquids that do NOT readily dissolve in one another eg oil and water. 

 

Section 7.1B        Solubility and Saturation    p.239 
SOLUBILITY 

  - the mass of solute that dissolves in a given quantity of solvent at a certain temperature 

 - depends on the forces of attraction between the particles 

 

SATURATED SOLUTION 

- a solution in which NO more of a particular solute can be dissolved at a specific       

temperature. 

 

UNSATURATED SOLUTION 

- a solution which contains LESS of a particular solute than can be dissolved at a specific        

temperature. 

 

SUPERSATURATED SOLUTION 

 - a solution which contains MORE of a particular solute than can theoretically dissolve at                                 

              a specific temperature. 

 

Solid and liquid solutes can be described as 

 -  INSOLUBLE when < 0.1 gram per 100ml of solvent dissolves 

 -  SOLUBLE when > 1 gram per 100ml of solvent dissolves 

 

 

 



Section 7.2   Factors that Affect the Rate of Dissolving and Solubility 
 

Section 7.2A   Factors that Affect the Rate of Dissolving (solvation) p. 243 

 

RATE OF DISSOLVING  

 - how quickly a solute dissolves in a solvent 

 - determined by attractions between solvent and solute particles 

 

 

Three factors the affect the rate of dissolving are: 

 

1.  Temperature = increase temp–> increases KE –> increases collisions –> faster dissolves 

 

2.  Agitation = increase agitation (stirring) –> increases KE –> increases collisions –> faster                          

dissolving 

 

3.  Particle Size (surface area) = decrease particle size –> increases surface area –> increases                                                       

collisions–> faster dissolving 

{sugar demo here} 

 

 

Section 7.2B    Solubility and Intermolecular Forces       p. 245   

 

The process of dissolving occurs differently for ionic and molecular compounds. 

 

1.  Process of an ionic compound dissolving in water. 

When an ionic compound, such as NaCl, enters water  

                                                             the water molecules begin to collide with it.  The ions 

break apart (as the ionic bond is broken) and when the  

water molecules have surrounded the ions (ie the ions  

have been HYDRATED) dissolving has occurred. 

** An ion-dipole interaction occurs between the water  

molecule which is polar and one of the ions from the salt. 

 

2.  Process of a molecular compound dissolving in water. 

When a molecular compound, such as sugar, enters water  

the water molecules begin to collide with it.  The sugar  

molecules stay together as a unit and only separate from  

each other by breaking the intermolecular attractions  

rather than the covalent bonds.  Dissolving has occurred  

when the molecules are hydrated.  A dipole interaction  

has occurred between the sugar and the water. 

 

 

 

 



Some ionic compounds have stronger inward attractive forces than those exerted on it by the 

water, so these compounds are said to be INSOLUBLE in water eg CaCO3 and BaSO4. 

 

 

 

‘Like Dissolves Like’ = compounds with certain characteristics will dissolve other compounds 

with similar characteristics. 

 Polar dissolves polar/ionic 

 Ionic dissolves ionic 

 Non-polar dissolves non-polar 

 

 

 

So since water is polar it can dissolve both, polar and ionic compounds. 

 Eg.      Water can dissolve polar such as sugar 

  Water can dissolve ionic such as salt 

  Water can NOT dissolve non-polar such as oil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 7.2C   Electrolytes and Non-Electrolytes 
 

Compounds that conduct an electrical current in aqueous solution or the molten state are said to 

be ELECTROLYTES. 

 

Compounds that DO NOT conduct an electrical current in aqueous solution or the molten state 

are said to be NON-ELECTROLYTES. 

 

*** The more solute that exists as ions the stronger the electrolyte 

 

{demo - using light bulb apparatus} 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section 7.2 D     Factors That Affect Solubility 
Three factors affect solubility 

 

1.  Nature of molecule 

 

 Smaller particles are usually more soluble than larger molecules  

  The very nature of a solute and solvent determines the forces between them. 

(‘Like dissolves like’ – substance with similar intermolecular attractive forces 

tend to be soluble in one another).  The stronger the attraction between the solute 

and the solvent the greater the solubility 

 

2.  Temperature 

- solid  → the solubility of most solids increases as the temperature increases (b/c energy       

is needed to break bonds and the higher temperature gives that energy) 

   

 - liquid  → the solubility of liquids is not greatly affected by temperature   

 

 - gas  →  the solubility of gases decreases as the temperature increases (b/c at                                              

                            higher temperatures particles of gas move faster and can leave solution)   

                         {discuss thermal pollution} 

 

3.  Pressure 

 -solid 

 - liquid             No real effect 

  

 - gas  - the solubility of a gas in any solvent is increased as the pressure over the solvent  

                        increases.  (ie the higher the pressure the more gas that dissolves- Henry’s                               

                        Law)    

                       {discuss pop, bends, and cracking knuckles p.252} 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section 7.3    The Concentration of Solutions 

 

There are many ways to express the concentration of solutions but the most 

useful in chemistry is MOLAR CONCENTRATION or MOLARITY 

 

Molar concentration is equal to the moles of solute in 1 L of solution. 

 

   M =   n_                          n= moles 

                                            v(L)                        v= volume in litres 

 

Section 7.4    Preparing Solution 

A solution with a known concentration is called a STANDARD SOLUTION. It can be 

prepared by: 

1. Dissolving a measured mass of solute in a certain volume of solution. 

    M =   n_                         

                                                      v(L)                   

2. Diluting a solution of known concentration. 

      M1 x V1=M2 x V2 

  

 

NOTE: Always add an acid to water when preparing a dilution! 

 

 

  


